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Description:

Golden Quince
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Tempting Tangles

Cheerful Golden Quince is part of the beautiful collection of Seasonal tea & Coffee cross stitch patterns
designed by Deborah A. Dick of Tempting Tangles. Each has a different tea-pot and seasonal tea. Collect them
all!

The Golden Quince Tea-pot is Japanese style, very cute with its distinctive red twirling motif, and black lit with
a red round top. A winter tea pattern, it includes heart warming brews such as Rose-hip, Peppermint,
Pomegranate, Honey-bush, Russian Tea and Winter Julep.
This mostly cross stitch pattern includes some fine backstitch snow flake motifs as well as some decorative

border stitches such as the Sofia stitch, which is a modified Smyrna stitch. A couple of beads are used for
embellishment and detail. This design is best worked over 2 threads.

The chart comes with both a color overview chart, and a detailed black and white chart while instructions for
each of the special stitches are clearly explained and illustrated with diagrams.

A cross stitch pattern by Tempting Tangles.
>> see more patterns by Tempting Tangles
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Golden Quince
Chart size in stitches: 100 x 100
Suggested Needlework fabric: 32 ct white Jobelan evenweave (Wichelt # 8620) over 2
>>View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, Straight Stitch, Fours sided stitch, Sofia Stitch
Chart: Black & White, Color overview
Threads: Dinky Dyes Silk (or DMC conversion)
Number of colors:
Other Supplies: Mill Hill Seed beads
Themes: Japanese tea pot, Rose-hip, Peppermint, Pomegranate, Honey-bush, Russian Tea and Winter Julep

>> see more Tea & Coffee patterns by Tempting Tangles
>> see all Tea & Coffee patterns (all designers)

>> see more patterns for Winter (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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